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1.1 Location and access 
The Summit Extended claims are situated mainly to the west of Summit Lake, about 30km north of Stewart, 
B.C. [Figure I]. Centred around 130" 07' 30W, 56" 12 30"N (UTM 9, 430000E 6230000N, NAD83), the 
comprise rugged topography (from 800-2100111 elevation), broken by ice fields and glaciers which occupy 
around 70% of the area of interest [Map 1 and Map 21. 
Road access to the Summit extended claims is from Stewart, through Hyder (Alaska) and finally the 
Granduc road and trucks associated with the former Scottie/Summit Lake Mine. The latter tracks provide 
direct access to Summit Extended-I and -2 [Map I]. However the other claims require ice crossings and 
negotiation of steep slopes. Helicopter support is desirable in all cases. 

1.2 Property information 

The Summit-Extended Claim Group comprises eight claims, totalling 110 units (Table 1, Map 1) 
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Owner Number 146527: Seeker Resources Corporation 

Summit Extended Claims more or less envelope but are mainly to the east of the Scottie/Summit Lake 
Crown Grants [Map 11. The ScottielSummit Lake Mine, from 1981 to 1985, reportedly produced 201,462 
tons of ore averaging 0.474opt Au [Aris Report (A.R.) 20,9873. 
The Summit Extended claims are broadly spatially related to the former Royal, Prince, Scot Summit Lake 
and Tide Claims formerly owned and operded by Royal Scot Resources Ltd (during the 1980s and into the 
early 1990s). Although the Scottie Mine and nearby gold mineralisation was discovered in 1931, Royal Scot 
undertook the only recorded significant exploration in the Summit Lake Claim Group area, apart from B.C. 
Government regional geochemical, mapping and geophysical wok Royal Scot's work is summarised in 
(A.R. 20,987; 1990) which also records the exploration history of the area to that time. Trans Pacific Mining 
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(TPM) has undertaken surface and aerial reconnaissance work prior to the work recorded in this report but 
accurately located results are not available. 

The Summit Extended Claim Group may be characterised as early stage exploration properties. Significant 
precious (+ base metal) occurrences have been located on the propet%es which also exhibit widespread 
geochemical anomalism and alteration zones plus electrical geophysical anomalies. However these 
indications have been the subject of minimal exploration work, particularly drilling. Prime targets are 
relatively high grade auriferous vein and breccia systems which may resemble those developed in the 
Scottie and Silbak Premier mines, localised in intrusion-related geological settings. 

1.3 Summary of work done 

Work on the Summit Extended Claim Group, outlined in this report, includes 

tenement surveys; 
development and integration of base topographic, geologlcal maps and remotesensed imaging; 

location and assessment of mineral occurrences, geochemical and geophysical anomalies and their 
integration with base map data in a GIS system; 

interpretation of district geology and mineralisation/exploraton models; 

and, based on the above, 
precious metal targeting, target prioritising and recommendations for further exploration of the Summit 
Extended tenements. 

2 

2.1 

TECHNICAL DATA AND INTERPRETATION - GEOLOGICAL AND 
PREPARATORY WORK 

Purpose 
The work outlined in this report was undertaken to 

accurately locate mineral occurrences, geochemical and geophysical anomalies plus previous 
exploration information; 
provide a base topographic map including infrastructure, access and current ice extents; . develop a geological base map and geological interpretation; 

assess prionty targets for further work; 
outline an exploration program based on the above for the Summit Extended claims. 

2.2 Results 

Maps are presented at 1:40,000 scale as the accuracy of the base data does not warrant smaller scales. 
Maps at such scales can be provided on request. 

2.2.1 Tenement surveys 
Prior to the geological work it has been necessary to accurately spatially locate the Summit Extended claim 
boundaries. To this end TPM provided GPS sutvey data and digital plots by T Young (2003,2004). These 
data (including the contiguous Flinders Claims) were imported into a GIS and compared with information for 
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the Summit Extended Claims plus for Crown Grants and claims held by third parties provided on the B.C. 
Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management websites. 

Map 2 shows the results of this work - notwithstanding that the B.C. Ministry of Energy & Mines/Ministry of 
Sustainable Resource Management does not warrant the plotted data, there are substantial discrepancies 
between the positions of plotted legal and witness posts and related tenement boundaries with those 
supplied by Young. . there are also possible errors in Young’s plotted locations of tenement boundaries (as applied for) and 

related comer posts where the latter were derived from witness post-azimuthdistance plots, due to 
Young apparently not accounting for differences between astronomic and UTM north; . the position and overlaps of the SUM #1 (338685) Claim need to be clarified with respect to Summit 
Extended- 8 claim (395134). 

Because several mineralised systems, geophysical and geochemical anomalies overlap with or are in close 
proximtty to Summit Extended Claim boundaries it is strongly recommended that the boundaries of 
contiguous claims and Crown Grants be accurately established. This will require a survey of the positions 
of posts defining these tenements and resolution of any staking conflicts. 

2.2.2 Topographic mapping, imaging and interpretation 
As a base for exploration work and geological compilation and interpretation topographic maps of the 
Summit Lake area were developed from the B.C. On-line Cadastre (NTS 104B020,104B030) and integrated 
with ASTER satellite imagery in MAPINFO GIs, datasets projected on UTM Zone 9 (NAD 83) - see Maps 1, 
3. 

ASTER scenes AST-L1 b#O03~092420OO2036~09242OO3OO3341 

were downloaded, geocoded and partially orthorectified. These scenes were chosen as they represent the 
most recent, cloud-free scenes with minimal snow cover. Archived Landsat TM scenes over the Summit 
Lake area suffer from cloud cover and/or extensive snow areas. Remte-sensed scenes were preferred to 
archival aerial photcgraphy because of the time and expenses involved in accurate orthorectification in this 
high relief area. 

ASTER scenes were warpd to UTM projection and the B.C. Cadastral topographic base. However some 
substantial discrepancies (100-200m) were noted between NTS 104/8030 and the warped imagery - arising 
in part from the topographic base and also from incompletehnaccurate topographic conections to the 
ASTER data. A DEM and ASTER level l a  data are currently being required to facilitate better 
orthotectifEation and aIteratWgeolcgkal mapping . 
Bedrock geological mapping by Royal Scot Resources (A.R. 20987 1990; Figure 5) was digitied and 
warped to the topcgraphic/ASTER base map [Map 31. Discrepancies (up to 2OOm) belween mis base and 
the Royal Scot outcrop maps appear to largely result from inaccuracies on the original geological base map. 
Although these problems make direct comparisons difficult (especially in the south and west of the Summit 
Lake areas), it is clear that there has been (in accord with anecdotal information) substantial retreat of 
glaciers and icefields since the 1980s when the Royal Scot mapping was undertaken. This glacial retreat 
has exposed substantial new outcrop [Map 31, some of which exhibits alteration which will need to be 
mapped and prospected. 
The ASTER scenes (and photography supplied by TPM) show extensive alteration systems, with which 
mineral occurrences and gmhernicaVgeophysical anomalies are associated. Thin s m  mvec poor 

Ast-Ll b#oo3~09242OO202045~09242~~03003842 (acquisition date 24/09/2000) 
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resolution of the ASTER data and multiband rectification problems precluded advanced spectral processing 
and alteratiinllithology mapping. The Level l a  ASTER data currently being acquired and access to 
specialised software will facilitate better mapping prior to the 2005 field season. 

The ASTER scenes and topographic were also utilised in geological interpretatin as discussed below. 

2.2.3 Geology, mineralisation and interpretation 

As a base for targeting and exploration in the Summit Lake area a geological map was developed. Mineral 
occurrences, geochemical and geophysical anomalies were located and integrated with the topographic and 
geological base to facilitate targeting and target prioritisation. 

The geological base is mainly after Royal Scot Resources (1990; A.R. 20987, Figure 5), which represents 
the most comprehensive and detailed mapping in the Summit Lake area. This was examined in the context 
of the ASTER imagery and also regional aeromagnetic images (the latter (NTSlMB020/030) downloaded 
from the Map Place) and additional fault systems interpreted [Map 41. 

The Summit Lake Claims are mainly underlain by the Unuk River Formation of the Hazelton Group, intruded 
by the Jurassic Summit Lake Texas Creek GranodioritelQuartz Monzonite stocks. Largely composed of 
andesitic volcanics and volcaniclastics, the Unuk River Formation contains some intercalated 
metasediments and a sedimentdominated lower unit. The andesitic units are slightly more magnetic than 
the magnetically flat metasediments which may indicate some mismapping in the far west of the area. Unuk 
Formation units generally dip moderately to steeply E-ENE, forming the western limb of a regional 
synclinorial zone to the east of Summit Lake. 

The weakly magnetic granodiorite/quartz monzonite stocks may relate to a larger pluton at depth as 
indicated by outcrop patterns and a h a d  thermal metamorphic aureole which occupies much of the 
Summit Lake area. The geometries of the stocks appear to reflect NE and NW fracture systems and the 
intrusions cross cut and may postdate the major movements on inferred NNE and NNW fault systems. 
However the Moms Summit Fault largely postdates the intrusions. This NW-striking fault system appears to 
dip moderately to the SW and exhibits S block up, sinistral displacements of several hundred metres. 

The locations and nature of precious and polymetallic mineral occurrences, stream sediment geochemistry 
and geophysical anomalies in the Summit Lake area were compiled from Assessment Reports (see 
reference list for reports utilised), B.C. Minfile and Mapplace databases plus unpublished reports by Royal 
Scot Resources (for Summit Lake Mine bases) and reconnaissance work by Trans Pacific Mining. However 
locations are commonly poorly constrained due to inconsistencies in and uncertainties on topographic bases 
in older Assessment Reports and Royal Scot data, particularly in the vicinity of the Summit Lake Mine. A 
few mineral occurrences were more accurately (GPS) located in a brief field visit by the writer in 2004. 
The results of the compilation were integrated into a GIS and plotted on Maps 3, 4. Together with a review 
of data (provided by Trans Pacific Mining from time records) for Summit LakdScottie Mine the compilation 
was utilised for mineralisation targeting and target prioritisation models. 

Precious metal-bearing mineralisation in the Summit Lake area takes the form of vein veinletlfracture and 
locally breccia veins, typically moderately-to-steeply dipping and striking NW and NE. Higher grades are 
commonly associated with high sulphide contents, pyrrhotite 5 pyrite in the case of gold and base metal 
enriched in high silver occurrences, lower grade material occurring in less sulphide-rich quartzcarbonate 
veins and pyritic shears and fractures (eg A.R. 20987 and Summit Lake Mine data). The high sulphide 
contents of mineralised systems may result in low resistivities and prominent EM anomalies (eg Summit 
Lake Mine, Maps 3,4). 
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The vein networks are associated with NW- and NE-trending shearlfault zones, which predate major 
movements on the Morris Summit Fault, and also appear to have influenced emplacement of the 
granodiorite-quartz monzonite stocks. Mineralisation is spatially related to these intrusions and occurs in 
the roof zone of an inferred underlying pluton. The more massive metavolcanics interrelated with or abutting 
metasediments appear to be p r e f e d  hosts. 

The pyrrhotitic nature of high grade mineralisation is consistent with moderate temperatures of formation 
and this, along with the structures and textures of mineralisation, are compatible with its mesothermal 
intrusion-related rather than epithermal setting. The Summit Lake systems may thus have considerable 
depth potential. 
Propylitic phyllic) alteration envelopes the sulphidic vein systems and contributes to colour anomalies in 
exposed bedrock. Such anomalies can be mapped by aerial photography andlor Aster imagery to outline 
prospective zones. Arsenic enrichment of auriferous zones points to the use of Au, As stream sediment 
geochemistry and screelbase of slope sampling in prospecting. 

2.2.4 Targets and exploration program (2005) 

Prime targets in the Summit Extended Claims are high grade precious metal-bearing veins, vein networks 
and breccia zones spatially associated with an in the mof zone of Texas Creek granodiorite-age plutons. 
Such targets are likely to resemble mineralised zones in the Summit Lake Mine and in the region exhibiting 

NW and/or NE orientations and steep dips related to shear and fracture zones; 

high sulphide (particularly pyrrhotite) contents (and related electrical conductivity) and aisenic 
enrichment; 

propylitic (2 phyllic) alteration envelopes and localisation in more massive metavolcanic (and intrusions) 
near metasedimentary contacts. 

In the light of these criteria and accessibility, Summit Extended targets are prioriised in Table 2 -see also 
Maps 3,4. Table 2 contains recommended follow up work on each target zone. 

In view of accessibility, efficiency and safety issues it is strongly recommended that exploration work 
(except in 395134) be helicopter-supported. This will facilitate advancement of the best targets into first 
stage drilling even in the short (relatively snow free) feM season for Summit Lake. 
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